Editor’s Note
Welcome
Hello and welcome! I’m pleased to be able to bring you the return of the School Magazine, Sapere Aude.
For the last two months, the new editorial team has been working hard to gather news and ideas for articles,
opinion pieces and events. This first issue is the outcome of lunchtime meetings and work in the evenings and
weekends - and a lot of writing!
In this, our first issue, we’re discussing issues that we all thought important to us such as what Elizabeth
White wishes she knew at the start of year 10, Lydia Clarke shares her views on the difference between
knowledge and wisdom and I’ve opened up about my challenges with a chronic illness.
You’ll also discover how year 13 student, Dylan Clarke won £400 in the Cambridge University writing
competition and Sian Pope from year 12 open up about how Bake Off is taking over in a world of Brexit!
There’s also plenty about school life too. Check out the article about the Well-being Room, our extracurricular activities, Year 7 football results and last but not least, let’s not forget about the Christmas Quiz
Night on 7th December.
Happy reading
Eleanor - Editor / layout

Emily Marshall
Year 12
Sub-Editor and layout

Elizabeth White
Year 12
Sub-Editor and writer

Siôn Pope
Year 12
Writer

Lydia Clarke
Year 13
Writer

Special thanks to Samuel Crowson, Dylan Clarke and Mrs Downie for their help and contributions.
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Student Opportunities:
Extra - Curricular

We run a variety of exrtra-curricular activities for our students so that they
can access the best experiences from their time at Lutterworth College.
Everyone is welcome, so why not give it a go?
English:

Science and technology:

Newspaper Editorial Team - Mrs Downie
English A team - Mr Shovlin and Mr Boulstridge
Book club - Mrs Murray and Mrs Westwater
Creative writing club - Mrs Murray and Mr Eason

Stem club - Mrs Hardy
Stem leaders - Mrs Hardy
Music theory - Mr Lubkowski
Music technology - Mr Lubkowfski

Sports:

Art:

Run by the PE faculty

Film club
Drama club - Mr Rolfe
KS4 and under art club - Mrs Jephcote and Miss Riley
6th form art club - Mrs Jephcote and Miss Riley
Photography club - Mr Holden

Football
Rugby
Dance
Cheerleading
Netball
Basketball

Other:
Enterprise club - Mrs Lawson
Latin - Mrs Albans
Homework club - Library

First Football Match of the
School Year

Here’s Samuel Crowson’s account of the Year 7
Football match.

and goalkeeper Connor also moved into defence and put
in a brave performance.

Game 1
Sam and Luca were two stand-out performers in
Lutterworth College’s Year 7 boys’ team first game
together since joining the school. Unfortunately,
they could not stop the side going down to a 7-0
defeat to a very good Kibworth team though.

Baily was also a real danger with the ball at his feet
but Lutterworth just could not find a way onto the
scoresheet.
Game 3
Some brave goalkeeping from Chris and Zander could
not stop the Year 7 boys going down to a 3-0 defeat to
Thomas Estley.

Game 2
There was some real character shown by the Year 7
team despite going to a 5-0 defeat at Kibworth.
Man-of-the-match Benji, was also impressive and DJ
Midfielder Luca played out of position in defence came closest to getting Lutterworth on the scoresheet
but he was denied by a good save.
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Eight things I wish I knew at the
start of Year 10
by Liz White, Year12

Starting GCSE’s can feel a bit like you’re walking into uncharted territory;
you’ve never chosen your subjects before, never studied them so deeply, never
revised for or taken an official exam harder than your Year 6 SATs. I’ll admit it’s scary, but there are things you can do to make your life a lot easier during
this period.
Here are some things I’ve learnt from doing GCSE’s and wish I had known
from the start:

Keep on top of it

Get in good habits with homework

At the start of Year 10 it’s easy to claim that “exams
are two years away. We’ve got ages!” – I know, I said it
myself – but in actuality, the time will fly faster than
a bullet. It’s important to understand that everything
you learn from the very start of Year 10 is relevant
content that you will need to know for those exams,
and you may not cover it again in class, so make sure
you pay attention and understand everything you’re
being taught. If you don’t understand something, you
need to be proactive and ask your teacher to explain
it to you; it could affect your understanding of other
linked content later down the line, and you don’t
want everything to start piling up.

Starting GCSEs, you might notice you get a lot more
homework than you’re used to. I know that it’s easy
to just leave it for a few days, procrastinate, pretend
it’s not there, but trust me, you will put yourself at
such an advantage by doing homework when it’s set.
Leaving it to the last minute can be tempting, but by
letting all your assignments pile up, you’re just going
to stress yourself out, and potentially produce lower
quality work; is it worth it for an afternoon binging
YouTube or Netflix? I don’t think so.

Equally, you might find it useful to start making
notes or revision resources from the start. You don’t
necessarily need to worry about revising as such,
but the more you read about, write out, copy down,
summarise the things you’re being taught, the easier
they will be to remember when you come to revising
for your real GCSEs. Trust me, it doesn’t make you
a nerd or a sweat - working hard from the start just
means you’re being smart and making your life a
whole lot easier.
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If you balance homework well, your sleeping could
improve, you’ll promote a good work ethic and you
won’t compromise your mental wellbeing, so be
smart with your time.

Your teachers are there to help you
One piece of advice which seems to be overlooked is
establishing a good relationship with your teachers.
Often people fail to recognise that teachers are
available for you to talk to, whether that be about
friendship issues or factorising quadratics. Even if it’s
a teacher you really dislike, you get out what you put
in: if you respect them, they’ll respect you; if you say
good morning, they’ll say good morning; if you work
hard and contribute, they will more than likely focus

“

Often people
fail to recognise
that teachers
are available
for you to talk
to, whether
that be about
friendship issues
or factorising
quadratics.

their attention on you and any others who are actively
putting in effort.
This can be especially valuable closer to exams, when
you might need a bit of extra help from your teacher.
It really doesn’t make you a “teacher’s pet” or uncool
if you’re getting a grade 7 while the kid who throws
pencils and calls the teacher names gets a grade 3.

Use revision time wisely
Like with homework, you need to plan your revision
wisely, if you have an exam or a mock coming up.
Your revision needs to be productive, so make your
time focused; don’t allow distractions from your
phone, the TV, the dog, and try not to play music –
especially not loud, brash music with lyrics as this
can be especially distracting. It’s important that you
don’t just know the content, but that you understand
it too.
A good way to reinforce your understanding is by
rewriting or summarising information in your own
words; remember, textbook-speak isn’t accessible to
everyone.
Revision is all about quality, not quantity. You could
spend four hours doing passive revision, reading
through notes and textbooks, and take in next to
nothing, however, you could do thirty minutes of
active revision, going through flashcards or making
mind-maps and solidly establish that information in
your head.
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“

Look after yourself
While doing work is really important during
GCSEs, so is your wellbeing. You shouldn’t ignore
or overlook your study, but equally you shouldn’t
spend every waking hour doing work (save that for
A-Levels!).

you could also start researching it; you could try to
further your understanding of certain characters
or events by reading articles or watching videos or
documentaries. The smallest piece of research can
make the biggest difference.

Revise for your mocks

The GCSE period can be stressful and emotional,
and friendships and relationships can have a severe
effect on your life, both in school and out of school,
so it’s important that you take some time out every
once in a while; go to that party, watch some Netflix,
have a nap, do some yoga – enjoy yourself. Especially
in Year 10, you should treasure the amount of free
time you have and take the opportunity to have fun,
so that when it comes to revising for your mocks and
GCSE exams, you can really knuckle-down and get
some brilliant work done.

This is so important – I might even venture to call it
the most important piece of GCSE advice.

Make your least favourite subject your new
favourite

A great way to reinforce this understanding is by
revising for every single mini topic-test, assessment,
class-test, mock exam as though it is an official exam.

This one’s a little harder to do, but it really helped me
in Year 10 and 11. Whichever subject you like the
least, the one that gives you nightmares, that makes
you roll your eyes, that makes your heart beat fast
when you see it on your timetable – whether it be
Maths, History, PE – make it your new favourite.
By convincing yourself to have a positive, healthy
attitude towards all your subjects, it will make it a lot
easier for you to motivate yourself to work hard.

Read your English texts before
you study them in class
This one is a lot more subject
specific, but is guaranteed to make
your English Literature classes a lot
more manageable; by reading your
texts before you begin to study them
in class, you will already have an
established understanding of the
plot, characters, settings, making
it easy for you to follow the lessons
and recognise links and patterns
across the whole text (Examiners love
this!). As well as reading your text,
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When we think about revision, we tend to think
about studying exclusively at the end of Year 11, a
few weeks before exams. Doing that can be helpful,
but a lot of the content you ‘revise’, you’ll actually be
re-learning, which is not ideal. What you’ll actually
want is a solid understanding of all the content in
each of your subjects before you come to revisit and
revise it.

Not only will this boost the quality of the work you
produce throughout the year, but every extra minute
of revision you do across the year will slowly ensure
the concepts you’re revising stick in your head, so
revisiting them in Year 11 should be so much easier
and free-of-stress than attempting to learn two years’
worth of content in the space of a few weeks!

Knowledge Vs. Wisdom
By Lydia Clarke, year 13

There is a significant difference between knowledge and wisdom that is
often misunderstood, “knowledge is knowing a tomato is a fruit, wisdom is
knowing not to put it into a fruit salad.”

We are taught to memorise knowledge to pass our
exams. Suggesting knowledge is an essential skill
for a short period of your lifetime. Knowledge only
seems to prepare us for the near future, GCSE’s,
A-Levels and University. Once that is over, what
are we expected to do? Our whole life been spent
in education without the knowledge of managing
money, negotiating or even communicating. These
teaching responsibilities seem to fall to our parents
who are not all qualified for such things.

Education
Knowledge and our education, to a certain extent,
may only be useful to those who wish to pursue
an academic career. In consequence, school can
be seen as an unsuitable learning environment for
many people and many jobs. Should our education
therefore be job orientated? To have an education
that trains students for any particular job? Some
schools and colleges offer more vocational courses
like the study of computer, but other popular
vocational course such as carpentry have been
pushed to the background even though, these
types of courses would save thousands from
unemployment.
Both knowledge and wisdom can be seen as equal
to each other, Sandara Carey stated that you should,
“Never mistake knowledge for wisdom, one helps
you make a living, the other helps you make a life.”
Could we have a life without living? Or a living
without a life? Our education system prepares us for
the next step of education, but once our education is
over, it is only useful to the people who need it, some

people will never use it again and so can be seen as a
waste of time. They could have used their time more
productively, preparing for the industry they intend
to go in to. Are we prioritizing the academic by not
offering as many vocational courses?

The Debate
Many interviews took place on this topic of debate,
some were students, some of which just finished
education and others far past education. One
A-Level student believed herself that she was not
academic, when asking her if she thought education
was useful to everyone, she replied, “yes, to a certain
extent, but not everyone has the same process of
learning, so our education system could be seen as
unbeneficial.”
Another interviewee, who has recently graduated
from University, was asked if she thought
vocational courses should be available at most
schools, she answered: “I think that it’s a necessity
to learn vocationally regardless of whatever learning
personality type you have.”
Are schools prioritising the more academic students
as opposed to meeting every student’s needs?
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Cambridge University Writing
Competition
Dylan Clarke, Year 13

“

I think it is unfair
that I have any
extra privilege just
because I am white.
I became interested
in how we combat
that inequality, even
today.

“

Here is an extract from Dylan Clarke’s winning essay:

Originating in the late 1960s, Black Power was a political force that had a certain
distinction to the Southern Civil Rights movement; emphasis on nonviolence and
multiracial co-operation was removed, and instead of aiming for legal equality, socioeconomic equality began to be targeted. From a modern political perspective, Black
Power is often considered less acceptable than the Civil Rights movement – it is now
generally considered that African-Americans have every right to legal equality, but the
existence of modern organisations such as Black Lives Matter shows the fight for Black
Power is still ongoing...
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Year 13 student, Dylan Clarke, secured second place
in the Robson History Prize run by Trinity College
Cambridge with his black rights history essay.
His winning essay, entitled ‘Was the black power
movement a natural outgrowth of the civil rights
movement?’, was named as runner up in the
competition and awarded a £200 cheque for Dylan
and £200 worth of book tokens for Lutterworth
College.
The competition invites ambitious and talented Year
12 students to pick from 90 different titles and to
write their own entry, which Dylan did during his
summer holiday.

“

believes everybody has a louder voice now than
historically. “I think people discuss things more openly
now because social media is giving people better places
to hide, behind a screen, to be more racist as well as
more revolutionary,” he said.
With ambitions to read History and Politics at
Cambridge, Dylan was thrilled to win the accolade.
However, he has applied to Kings College rather than
Trinity.
While Dylan intends to save his prize money to fund
his undergraduate plans next year, the school history
department plan to buy new American History text
books for future A Level students to benefit from.
Dylan said he was thrilled to be able to buy new
books for the school’s history department. “It is nice
because I spent a lot of time in the history department
to be able to give something back and leave a legacy

Civil rights has been won
as a legal issue but the
black power movement
is still ongoing with the
fight for equality

“I wanted a chance to be able to write something
about history,” Dylan said. “I think it is unfair that
I have any extra privilege just because I am white. I
became interested in how we combat that inequality,
even today. Civil rights has been won as a legal issue
but the black power movement is still ongoing with the
fight for equality.”
Dylan explained how he was really happy to write
about race rights after closely following the current
Black Lives Matter movement here in the UK. He

“

Inspired by his passion for History,
Dylan Clarke is celebrating a £400
prize after winning a Cambridge
University writing competition.

for other students in the future. I am also happy that I
have won this as a state school student because a lot of
the winners in the past have been from private schools. “
The prize was established in 2007 in memory of the
historian Robert Robson, who was for many years a
fellow and Tutor at Trinity College. It is designed not
only as an opportunity to celebrate the achievements
of high-calibre students like Dylan but also a chance
to recognise those who teach them.
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I am a Student with a Chronic
Illness. Here’s 9 Things I Wish
You Knew.
By Eleanor Pilkington, Year 12

I’ve written this article to help educate those who wish to know more about
chronic illness and the struggles it brings to those having to deal with it in
everyday life. It is written from my perspective, that of a student who has
struggled with it for over a quarter of my life. I hope not only to educate
people about chronic illness but also to improve understanding about it and
other illnesses such as mental health.
To begin with I think we should start with what it
is. Chronic illness can occur in many forms and in
many different ways – it is a disease that can last a
lifetime and is usually incurable.
Many people with chronic conditions can have an
‘invisible’ chronic illness. This means that the severity
of their symptoms are not completely noticeable.
This can, and has, often lead to lack of understanding
and support from family, friends and doctors.
There is a lot of stigma associated with chronic
illness within the NHS and medical profession due
to the different views between medical experts.
Some believe that the majority of these illnesses
are psychological, whereas others think that
it is physical. Sufferers desperately need more
attention to help develop better ways of identifying
symptoms quickly and early. In my case, it took two
years of doctors’ appointments and house bound
days until I was diagnosed with M.E. (myalgic
encephalomyelitis).

1. It is not a choice
For me, the most important point to make is that
nobody wants to feel sick. Earlier on, just after my
diagnosis I remember feeling confused and alone
- I didn’t understand what was happening. Some
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people where telling me that it was all in my head
and others where saying that it wasn’t my fault. Was
there something wrong with me? I didn’t know. Over
the years, I have had people, including my friends,
tell me that all I am feeling is “just tired”. The lack
of understanding for not just chronic illness but
also other illnesses such as depression has become
extremely apparent to me.

2. Misunderstanding
From my experience, and the experience of others
I have spoken to, it is clear that the basis of chronic
illness has been misunderstood. Many believe that
it is caused by depression or anxiety and the only
treatment available is psychiatric care. Despite
medical advances disproving this perception, many
people still believe this. I think it is important,
therefore, to state that chronic illness isn’t something
that is there one day and gone the next, and then
may come back sometime next week when the
person doesn’t feel like not doing some work. It is
constant. It doesn’t go away. The people who suffer
with it have to find a way to deal and cope with the
many symptoms and side effects that accompany it.
This can be overwhelming, especially without any
support.

be many years until they learn to deal with the
condition. However, for many people with chronic
illness and mental health issues the biochemical
makeup of the mood control centre in the brain can
be altered, so before they reach the mindset to get
through regular days of school and work they could
begin to suffer from anxiety or further depression:
•
•
•
•
•
•

the wait/search for a diagnosis
inability to work or feel productive
change in family relationships
loss of social interactions and isolation
the struggle to deal with symptoms and perform
simple daily tasks
difficulty in finding support and someone to talk
to so that they can understand your situation.

It’s not just depression and anxiety that people
suffering from this endure - they also tend to feel
great loss. For many sufferers they experience anger
and sadness for what they have lost: the life they
once had, the life they must live now and they life
they wanted for the future.

5. Symptoms can vary
3. No special treatment

The symptoms for chronic illness are very complex
Those who are not able to work due to chronic illness and depend on the type they are diagnosed with.
However, the most common symptoms experienced
or mental health issues are not on ‘holiday’. They are
instead, grappling with everyday tasks such as: getting include: extreme fatigue, pain, headaches, brain
out of bed, dressing, eating a meal and having a bath. fog, nausea and/or dizziness. It is not unusual for
the symptoms of a chronic or mental health illness
Imagine having heavy weights strapped across your
to intensify and reduce overtime so making plans,
arms and legs so heavy that you can’t move. Imagine
joining after school clubs and hanging out with
feeling acidic pain shooting up your muscles and
friends can be very tough.
being so drained that you can’t form words properly
and maintain conversations with your own friends.
These are just some of the symptoms someone with
a chronic illness or mental health issue might go
through on a good day.

4. Can trigger many emotions
Due to the varying degrees of severity in different
types of chronic illnesses it can be easy to give the
wrong support and to misjudge what they are going
through. Depending on age or occupation it can

6. Isolation

Isolation is a very common issue with anyone with
a chronic illness or mental health issue let alone any
introverted student. It is usually stemmed from the
longing for social interaction which is extremely
difficult when at times it is impossible to talk on
the phone or type an email or Instagram post.
Furthermore, isolation can also be felt when you are
still with people and hanging out but the concept
and feeling of their lack of understanding can lead to
further sadness and mistrust.
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7. More than being tired
This symptom is by far the most common and most
debilitating. It can be very easily triggered by simple
activities or by activities such as holidays, birthday
parties or essay writing. Those suffering from chronic
fatigue will often require days, weeks or even months
to recover and need rest often, sometimes having to
cancel events last minute.
This does not mean that they are lazy or trying to
avoid certain things, it just means that once the
fatigue gets a grip they can’t go any further, no matter
what. The best way to describe it is that it is like
your body has hit a brick wall and there is no way
of going any further.

8. Brain fog
Brain fog is very difficult to cope with. Symptoms
include issues with word finding, concentration,
and recall. Often when I suffer with brain fog I know
what I want to say but I can’t find the thoughts or
words to convey it, so I become silent.

9. Greater risks and frustrations

overactive immune system. This means that instead
of attacking infections, it spends energy fighting the
body’s own organs, joints, nerves and/or muscles.
As a result, many sufferers are on medications to
suppress this. However, consequently they need to
avoid being around sick people even with minor
colds because for someone with a chronic illness a
minor cold could lead to a dangerous infection.
Even with debilitating symptoms, isolation and grief,
adults and students struggling with a chronic and/
or mental health illness fight on. They struggle daily
to be able to understand what their body is going
through and to do things that others take for granted.
They are often in an environment where the people
around them don’t understand their challenges and
therefore are unable to provide support.
I am very thankful for you taking the time to read
this article. I strongly believe that the greater the
understanding of chronic and mental health illness
and the associated conditions, the less “invisible” we
will be and those people who have learned about the
symptoms can approach us with compassion and
support.

People with chronic illness can also have an

“

“
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They also tend to feel great
loss. For many sufferers they
experience anger and sadness for
what they have lost: the life they
once had, the life they must live
now and they life they wanted for
the future.

The Wellbeing Room
By Elizabeth White and Eleanor Pilkington, year 12

What is “The Snug”? Where is it? Who can use it, and what is it used for?

“

When it comes to student welfare,
your mental health can be easily
overlooked as you’re constantly
told to focus on homework, do
more revision, complete this
assessment, write this essay…

Most people don’t know about the Snug, let alone
where it is or what it can be used for. Most people
don’t realise the school’s facilities extend far further
than vending machines, canteen food and tennis
courts.

“

The Snug

When it comes to student welfare, your mental
health can be easily overlooked as you’re constantly
told to focus on homework, do more revision,
complete this assessment, write this essay…
But the Snug room has been implemented
specifically for the use of anyone and everyone
who needs it; the room itself is located in L7, and
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provides a cosy, welcoming and relaxing environment for students who require some solitude perhaps to
de-stress, simmer down and find some solace in the face of stressful situations in school. The Snug has books,
stationery, comfy seats and fun activities, and is open to students of all ages – all you need to do is ask a
member of staff in the Drama office in H-Block for the key.

Mrs Wrighton, who oversees the wellbeing project comments that:

“The Snug is available to use break and lunchtimes as a quiet
place to take time out. The key is kept in the Drama office
and is available for student and staff use.
So far, students have made use of the space via pastoral
managers or by booking it in advance if they know that there
may be a concern that arises that means they are going to
need a space to relax and reflect.
Small groups have also used the space as a place to come
together and plan work / projects that benefit the college. We
have magazines, books, colouring equipment and sofas in
order to create a peaceful environment available to all.”
What is it Used For?
This room is there for you to unwind and offers a place for you to be supported - which extends so far as to
providing student advocates who have experienced the stresses of the school environment and are there for
you to talk to, to offer advice and help with issues you are facing.
The Snug is already being used as a place to have fun and socialise with your friends during lunch and break
times, offering an escape from the overwhelming environment that school can sometimes be.
The Snug is available at all times during the day, whether it’s when you have had to leave a lesson to detox
from the stress, anxiety or loudness - or a lunch time when you are just looking for a place to hangout.
Whatever the reason, it is important to understand that we’ve created these resources for you to use, so please
do not hesitate to use them whenever you feel you want or need to.
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Bake Off and Broadening Prices
By Siôn Pope, year 12

It’s that time of year again in our Great Britain; the time of year where politics
becomes a thing of the past, a time where Brexit and Trump become secondary
to how perfect that cake was last night. It’s a time where we turn from calm,
relatively relaxed people to obsessive dessert consumers and mesh of tea and
sugar. There can only be one thing to cause such shattering controversy and
unity in British society. The Great British Bake Off ’s back on.
Once again, that insatiable passion to bake like
the great chefs- like Rahul- hits as we rush to our
kitchens and to our local shops. We prepare ourselves
to buy odd products and uncomfortable ingredients
for making the most perfect cake or biscuit. Except,
perhaps you should plan ahead or at least wait
until after the final before rushing to John Lewis
and splurging out around £500 for the exact same
mixer they use on Bake Off (yeah, it’s that much
somehow…). Not only is that a soul destroying
amount to spend on a partly sentient whisk, but it
also costs your pride as the price of baking goods
goes up during the Bake Off period.

The Bake Off Affects
The IRI (a marketing company) did a study and
found that there is an increase in the price of flour,
sugar and cooking chocolate in particular during the
Bake Off period. Companies can have a good guess
at what we’re going to buy and when we’ll buy it; in
fact, the ‘Bake Off ’ effect is an actual thing now, with
some supermarkets hiring people to watch Bake Off
and guess the new baking trends before they happenI mean, eating cake and watching Bake Off for a job,
c’mon. In fact, Tim Eales, director of strategic insight
at IRI- the guy that sees the trends and talks to the
companies-, said: ‘Prices do seem to be kept higher
during Bake-Off and then fall slightly… The price
movements of flour are just a few pence before and
after Bake Off, but if you’re buying a few kilos that
could start to make a difference. The price drops on
cooking chocolate are much more pronounced.’

The Marketing
To be fair, who can blame companies for doing that,
I mean they’re just making money, we should instead
start a witch hunt for Bake Off itself. The people
over at Channel 4 know how to market their shows,
in fact Bake Off not only advertises often, but they
have a distinctive style that’s iconic (this year it’s 80s
music and singing cakes, which I support). Also,
we- the public- do a lot of the advertising ourselves.
Every Tuesday night during 8p.m to 9: 15p.m the
top trending on twitter is dominated by tweets about
Bake Off, the morning after you can gaze upon the
tweets, the posts and the news articles about what
happened last night of Bake Off. It’s a part of British
culture, and Channel 4 knows this and they work
it. Remember the controversy that took place when
Bake Off was first announced to move to Channel 4?
Those fears have now been proved to be unfounded
(Noel Fielding and Sandy have excellent chemistry
and Prue is an excellent judge) however, the fact that
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they existed in the first place says something about
British culture.
Because of our infatuation with Bake Off, it’s not just
Channel 4 and baking companies making the money
off of it, it’s completely unrelated companies too. I
recently started to follow Innocent Drinks on twitter
just to read their Bake Off tweets - I even bought one
of their drinks just because I had a recent memory
of their Instagram. Companies - since the start of
twitter- have formed an online voice and persona and
then used that to boost their sales by talking about
Bake Off.

Does any of this even matter though? I mean it’s
interesting to read about, but ultimately a few pence
more on flour and more mixers ending up on eBay
is inconsequential. At the end of the day, the Bake
Off effect is just one more thing that we love about
it, the fact that this show that no one asked for has
grown so popular as to effect the economy and to
force supermarket chains into hiring people to guess

the trends from every episode is exactly what Bake
Off is about. It is an overly-dramatic, tense, marvel of
fondant and food and we couldn’t function without
it. It’s somehow British and somehow far too popular
for what it is: a show about baking.

“

The ‘Bake Off ’ effect is an
actual thing now, with some
supermarkets hiring people to
watch Bake Off and guess the new
baking trends before they happenI mean, eating cake and watching
Bake Off for a job, c’mon.

“
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Brexit
By Siôn Pope, year 12

Brexit. Quite possibly, in the history of people-kind has a word inspired and
created so much dread. Whatever side you’re on, we can all agree that it is a
mess.
So, what’s happening now?
Theresa May wants to introduce a new plan for Brexit (often referred to as the Chequers Plan) which would
mean a hard Brexit. A hard Brexit basically means that the UK is completely out of the EU, we won’t be part
of their market, we’ll have to pay tariffs on trade and we’d have stronger borders. The idea is mostly supported
by leave voters as it more closely fits the promises made the Leave campaign, however it does have some big
drawbacks. Some- like the head the Asda Roger Burnley- have warned of food being ‘left to rot’ at the border
as, if we have a hard Brexit, our food trade with the EU (where we get most of our fresh food from) will no
longer happen. With a declining farming industry in the UK, this could be harmful not only to our economy,
but to our people. With this in mind, it’s not surprising that most of the Conservative party is against the
Chequers plan.

But what about Labour?

“

“

The EU was never going to
make this easy for the UK;
we’re the first country to try
to leave and the EU doesn’t
want anymore ‘Brexit’s…

Labour doesn’t really have a plan. They are in favour of having a second referendum on the final deal,
meaning that we- the public- will get to vote on whether we want the deal or not. It would allow us to vote
for or against the Chequers plan and possibly start a renegotiation of the plan. There is good reason to avoid
a hard Brexit-aside from food- it’s borders. The border between the Republic of Ireland and the North of
Ireland has always been an issue since its inception. Back during the 1980’s there were the Troubles (the
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actions of the IRA, a group that are for a untied, independent Ireland) and because of this, the border is a
massive issue. Nobody wants a strict border there and it would be damaging to the communities that live
there.

What does the EU make of this mess?
Well, they don’t fully agree with the Chequers plan due to the consequences for it if UK leaves the single
market. Not economic consequences, the UK makes up 3% of the EU’s economy compared to the 13% they
make up of ours, but if the UK leaves the single market, it undermines it. The EU is worried about other
countries leaving it and since Brexit, of similar campaigns have appeared in other countries. In France they
were considering a referendum, it was shot down immediately and only proposed by outlying political
parties, but the plan was there. France is the beating heart of the EU, without it the EU collapses, so the UK
leaving puts the EU’s very survival at risk and smaller countries who depend on the EU for their economy
could go a similar way.
So, what does this actually mean? No one seems to know really, Brexit is a massive mess and it’s immensely
complicated.
Either way, the UK loses and we are left on our own.
The EU was never going to make this easy for the UK; we’re the first country to try to leave and the EU
doesn’t want anymore ‘Brexit’s… The best thing to do right now is probably just to try to keep up and look at
the facts. It’s easy to fall into the rhetoric surrounding the EU, but remain objective because at this point we
basically have nothing to lose.
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